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Krankenkassen (sick clubs), lasting for seven weeks,
has been terminated by almost complete victory
for the doctors. In previous letters I have mentioned
the constant feeling of dissatisfaction with their pay
and status amongst medical officers of these sick
clubs ; for political reasons, work other than manual
labour was purposely considered less important by
those responsible for the working of the national
sickness insurance. The doctors ceased work until
they should receive payment at the same ratio as the
other officers of the clubs. The insured members of
the clubs, however, understood very well where their
own interests lay, and wished the medical men to be
well paid and contented ; their efforts, united with
those of the profession, have resulted in an agreement,
according to which the medical officers are paid at
the ratio of about 1000 kronen per hour, with certain
extra bonuses. Their payment will thus amount
to 50,000&mdash;80,000 kronen per month (even now no
more than about 3-4 pounds sterling). But the chief
success gained lies in the fact that the rate of payment
varies according to the index number of the cost of
living, as do salaries in commercial and industrial
concerns. By this concession on the part of the
managing board, all conflicts as to rate of payment
are evaded, and perfectly smooth working is ensured.
The victory would have not been possible if the
organisation of the profession had not been strong
enough to prevent all blacklegging by outsiders ;
the club management had calculated on getting
young doctors to do the necessary work, but were
disappointed. They will now pay IHO per cent.
more as fees than before the strike.

Jan. 20th. 
_________________

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA.

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)

A Bill to Legalise Optional Abortion.
Dr. M. Wassermann recently delivered before the

Prague Medical Society a lecture which has aroused
great interest among medical men. He spoke in
favour of the Landova-Stychova Bill, which was
repudiated by the Medical Society a year ago and, as
it seemed at that time, by the whole medical profes-
sion in Czecho-Slovakia. The Bill includes a clause
which would permit a woman to decide before the
third month of pregnancy whether or not she will
become a mother. The strongest argument of those
who support the Bill is that abortions considered as
criminal under the existing laws are nevertheless very
frequent and very dangerous, especially for poor
women who resort to an unscrupulous midwife. Dr.
Wassermann estimated that about 100,000 illegal
abortions are performed every year in Czecho-Slovakia,
basing his calculations on the figures for France
(400,000 a year) and Germany (500,000 a year). There
is no evidence that a stricter application of the law
would diminish the figure; the only result of the
present law, as Dr. Wassermann sees it, is that even
doctors do not dare to carry out the operation in a
proper way ; they undertake " examinations " with
various instruments and employ violent massage in
order to have an excuse should the case later come
before a court of law. In this way even those who are
able to afford the services of a physician are frequently
maltreated, apart from those who fall into the hands
of midwives. The Bill would permit abortion only
when the operation was carried out by a qualified
physician. It is claimed that adoption of the Bill would
put a very strong weapon in the hands of the com-
munity against the increase of diseased and criminal
families, and would be one of the few practicable means
by which eugenics could be applied. At the meeting
devoted to discussion of the paper official representa-
tives of the medical faculty again took a very firm
stand against the Bill, but its supporters were successful
to the extent that the meeting recommended the
formation of a committee of physicians and sociologists

to study the question and make recommendations with
the aim of remedying present conditions.

A " S’ocial Medicine " Symposium.
A symposium of social medicine is in process of

compilation by the Medical Bulletin of Czecho-
Slovakia. This undertaking has resulted from numerous
complaints to the effect that public health questions
are too frequently solved without reference to medical
men and in ways contrary to the interests and ideals
of the profession. The consensus of opinion is that
medical men have not, up to date, paid enough
attention to social questions, and that the situation
cannot be solved if the physicians abstain and some-
times ridicule schemes which at first sight seem to
endanger the practice of medicine. The younger
members of the medical profession, realising the present
need, have arranged courses of lectures on social
medicine, believing that insufficient education in this
subject is given in the medical schools. The Prague
medical faculty has a chair of social medicine, but the
courses are optional and there is no examination ;
consequently medical students do not pay much
attention to the subject. There is, however, a distinct
tendency to advance the position of social medicine ;.
it has been inserted among the subjects taught
to those who apply for the certificate of public
health.
The chair of social medicine in the new medical

faculty at Brno has been filled by Dr. Fr. Hamza,
late chief of the division of social pathology at the
Ministry of Health.

Jan. 24th. 
_________________

THE WOOD-HILL FUND.

THE following is the fifth list of subscriptions to
the fund for reimbursing Dr. H. Wood-Hill in the very
heavy expenses incurred by him in the case Clayden v. -

Wood-Hill. The amount previously acknowledged
was &pound;818 16s. 6d.

s. d.
Reigate Division of B.M.A., per Dr. T. Anstey-Chave,
Hon. Sec. .. .. .. .. .. .. 15 8 0

Executive Committee of Nottingham Division of
B.11.A., per Mr. A. M. Webber, Hon. Sec., on
behalf of the following members of the Committee :
Dr. J. H. Thompson, Dr. C. S. Miller, Mr. A. M.
Webber, Dr. R. M. Rendall, Dr. J. H. Cox, Dr.
O. H. Isard, each &pound;1 1s. .. .. .. .. 6 6 0

Dr. F. N. G. Starr, Toronto ; Dr. S. Johnson Taylor,
Norwich ; Dr. E. Farquhar Buzzard, London ;
Mr. W. H. Bowen, Cambridge ; Birkenhead Medical
Society, per Mr. W. Arthur Pierce, President;
Mr. Harold D. Gillies, C.B.E., London .. each 5 5 0,

Mr. Edward S. Crispin, C.B.E., Khartoum ; Cheshire
Panel Committee, per Dr. Alfred Cox, O.B.E. each 5 0 0

Medical Staff of Royal West Sussex Hospital,
Chichester, per Dr. Arthur M. Barford .... 4 4 0

Mr. E. B. Waggett, D.S.O., London...... 3 3 0
Mr. Cecil J. Muriel, Norwich ; Mr. V. Zachary Cope,

London ; Dr. K. Pretty, Ipswich; Mr. T. W.
Hancock, O.B.E., Norwich ; Sir Charles Ballance,
K.C.M.G., C.B., London ; Dr. F. C. James,
Fressingfield ; Dr. D. W. Collings, Southwold ;
Mr. G. Stevens Pope, Norwich ; Mr. J. Cordy Keer
and Mr. K. J. T. Keer, Wickham Market; Dr.
Margaret L. A. Boileau, Ketteringham, Dr. R.
Stopford Taylor, D.S.O., Liverpool .. each 2 2 0

Salisbury Division of B.M.A., per Mr. John Armitage,
Hon. Sec........... 2 0 Q.

Dr. John Stewart, Plaistow; Dr. C. H. Symons,
Aylsham; Mr. Richard Slocock, Sheringham ;
Mr. J. B. Naden, Warrington ; Surg.-Commander
D. D. Turner, R.N., H.M.S. Concord; Dr. Ian D.
Dickson, M.C., Norwich ; Mr. Marcus M. Bowlan,
London ; Dr. C. G. Brentnall, M.C., Padgate ;
Mr. Harrison Cripps, London ; Dr. J. A. Oswald
Briggs, Nottingham ; Mr. R. W. Payne, Laven-
ham ; Dr. G. F. Bradley, Halstead; Mr. S. Price
Hosegood, Llanwrtyd Wells; Mr. W. Arthur
Pierce, Birkenhead; Dr. N. McConnell Boyce,
Romford ; Dr. E. Rowland Fothergill, Hove ;
Dr. E. C. Hardwicke, NVoolpit; Dr. E. P. Satchell,
Fulham .......... each 1 1 0

Mr. S. R. H. Mathews, Bickley; Mr. A. A. Osman,
D.S.C., London ; Dr. J. J. Conybeare, London ;
Dr. F. J. Allen, Cambridge .... each 1 0 0

Miss Grace G. Griffiths, Bures ; Dr. Jessie Hunter,
Bracebridge .......... each 0 10 6


